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Abstract 
The Lean Production (LP) has been applied to the mass production successfully; 
however it has aroused widespread in research and discussion if the LP can be applied 
to the mass varieties and small batches production. The production character in 
aviation industries is a mass varieties and small batches. As the well-known leader in 
the world aviation industries, Boeing has attained a steady, punctual, and high 
efficiency production operation way because she has applied successfully the LP to 
the total manufacturing process. It’s no doubted that the LP can be used in aviation 
industries.  
In China, AVIC Beijng Changkong Machinery Co. Ltd. (BJCK) has achieved 
significant results in her FCU’s production through the profitable try which based on 
the flexible cell of the LP. BJCK has changed the production way from traditional 
way to LP way successfully, starting from the production layout, through the 
adjustment of the various elements of production processes, especially the 
improvement and freezing in the process, processing program, tools, and inspection 
methods etc.  
Total employee Kaizen is the blood of the LP. Kaizen in depth can push the 
enterprise to go on the way of virtuous circle and sustainable development by 
eliminating the 7 kinds waste, increasing benefit and reducing cost gradually.  
The meaning of this paper is profound, and it can give helpful guidelines to 
aviation industries of China. Aviation industries of China can apply the LP methods to 
improve theirs traditional production way. 
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